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GRAZING BEHAVIOR
OF COWS ONPASTURE

by the amount of time spent
grazing, the rate at which pas-
ture is taken into the mouth,
and the amount of herbage
taken with each bite. This can
be written more simplyas;

Intake = grazing time

Warren J. Parker,
Lawrence D. Muller,

Steven L. Fales,
and Marvin H. Hall

Penn State
Grazing studies at Penn

State with high producing
cows on pasture show that the
inability of the cow to harvest
enough forage during the time
available for grazing is an im-
portant factor limiting milk
production. This is especially
true if the dry matter (DM)
content of hergabe is low, such
as for fresh wet spring growth
which may contain only 12-16
percent DM. For example, a
cow with a forage intake re-
quirement of 30 lbs. DM/day
has to eat 200 lbs. of wet pas-
ture if the DM content is 15
percent! The demands that are
placed on the dairy cow to eat
this quantity of forage can be
more fully appreciated if
they are expressed in terms
of grazing behavior. The
amount of pasture consumed

x biting rate x bite size
These variables, which have
been quantified by grazing be-
havior studies (mainly in the
British Isles and France), show
that grazing time for dairy
cows ranges from 420-700
minutes/day (7.0-11.6 hours)
with a median of around 510
minutes/day (8.5 hours). The
amount of time spent grazing
increases as the amount ofpas-
ture decreases, which is why
high producing cows need to
be provided with pastures at
least five inches tall. Grazing
time is also influenced by
sward structure (e.g. how
dense the pasture is), daylight
hours, and the level of milk
production. The rate of biting
for dairy cows is in the range
55-54 bites/minute.

An Australian researcher
suggested that the maximum
number of bites a Jersey
cow could take per day was
36,000 a cow grazing at 60
bites/minute for 510 minutes
would take 30,600 bites in a
day. Pasture bite sizes for Eu-
ropean dairy cows vary from
0.022 to 0.007 ounces DM/bite,
and probably average 0.012
ounces DM/bite over a grazing
season. Variation in bite size is
the most important factor de-
termining how much pasture a
cow can eat per day.

Under pasture grazing only,
dairy cows usually consume
less than 3 percent of the
bodyweight as DM, but in high
producing cows this may be in-
creased to the equivale of 3.4
percent bodyweight. This sug-
gests that high producing Hol-
steins have a potential milk
production ofabout 60 pounds
per day if high quality pasture
was the sole source of energy.
This corresponds to the con-
sumption of 295 pounds/day of
fresh herbage with a DM den-
sity of 15 percent, or an aver-
age bite size of 0.023 ounces
DM. At a bitesize of 0.022
ounces/day, the cow would
need to spend 584 minutes/day
grazing to achieve a 44-pound
DM intake.

ryegrass and producing 45-77
pounds milk/day increased
grazing time by 12 minutes for
each 2.2 pound increase in
milk production.

The grazing behavior calcu-
lations have important practi-
cal applications. First, they
broadly define the physical
constraints in DM intake of
pasture by dairy cows and
clearly show that some supple-
mentation with high energy
concentrates is required in
high-producing herds on pas-
tures even if “ideal” herbage

Grazing time will in-
crease in high producing
cows. A French study, for
example, found that cows
rotationally grazed on
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Land Pride Rotary Cutters' offer fast, clean, dependable
mowing and have been extensively tested to ensure operating
safety. Our cutters are designed with safety in mind and have been
tested using rugged industry standards. High blade tip speeds assure
a clean cut in a variety of field conditions and standard stump
jumpers and safety guards keep you up and running.

With Land Pride, you’re assured a product that delivers top
quality performance.
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could be offered throughout
the grazing season.

Second, they emphasize the
importance of grazing man-
agement in providing high
quality pastures to the lactat-
ing dairy cow so that she is
able to take large bites of her-
bage. The pasture research at
Penn State is therefore taking
cow behavior into account
when ration programs and
grazing management systems
are being developed for high
producing dairycows.

Project Grass Northeast
Spring Meeting Set

BLOOMSBURG (Columbia ter County. Tim will profile
Co. Project Grass Northeast dairy grazing economic data
will have its spring education- from Maryland. He will also
al meeting on April 16. The update the group on new de-
meeting will begin at 10:30 velopments in the forage seed
a.m. in the large meeting room industry,
of Penn State Cooperative Ex- After lunch the group will
tension in Columbia County, tour the beef farm owned and
The office is located on Saw- operated by Greg and Deb
millRoad near Lightstreet. Farr, Millville.

The morning speaker will be For more information call
Tim Fritz, agronomist for Dave Hartman at (570)
King’s Agri-Seeds in Lancas 784-6660.
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Sup#r-Ffo«t Suspension
• Patented cutterbar flotation

system with dual suspension
the cutterbar reacts to
obstacles independent of the
rest of the machine

• Lower ground pressure
improves reliability and
reduces crop stubble
damage

• Tool-free cutting height
adjustment

n nßound Taarup discs reject stone
Benefits:

1 *■’ ’Wft * J Round discs reject stones more smoothly It is impossible for a round disc
to impact with a stone as It has no corners or leading edges. Foreign

U U objects jammedbetween counter rotating round discs are never seen

See our extensive family of hay tools which
includes disc mowers, rakes and tedders

Kvemeland
- The Number One selling round bale wrapper in The United

Kvemeland Kidd KD 825 Silage Chopper
- PTO driven discharge conveyor decelerates the chopped

material ensuring an even and positive flow of feedStates and the World!
- Kevemeland pioneered the wrap system in 1986
- Complete range of machines to suit every need three trailed

models, two mounted self-loading, three mounted
conventional, and now an ultra high capacity wrapper
made expressly for large square bales up to 4'x4'x6' in Size

without an excess of dust or loss
- Four other models are available for dryhay and straw

applications
- Hydraulic bale lifter and slip dutch protected PTO together

provide safe, smooth, low torque starts
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